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ABSTRACT
A 1120 feet per second tip speed rotor having an aspect ratio of 4.5 and an
inlet hub-tip radius ratio of 0.5 was tested with undistorted inlet flow
and also with a thickened inlet casing boundary layer produced by a trip ring.
Overall performance, stall performance and blade element data were obtained.
The rotor was designed to produce a total-pressure ratio of 1.47 at a weight
flow of 187 ibs/sec and an adiabatic efficiency of 0.905. The peak effi-
ciency attained at design speed was 0.900, occurring at a total-pressure
ratio of 1.458 and a weight flow of 181 ibs/sec. Evidence was obtained
indicating that rotating stalls initiated in the vicinity of the part-span
shroud rather than at the tip.
SUMMARY
The objective of this program is to investigate the potential of outer
casing blowing and bleeding as meansof increasing the weight flow range of
high aspect-ratio transonic rotors. This report documentsthe basic perfor-
manceof the rotor without casing boundary layer control devices. The rotor
had a design tip speed of 1120 feet per second, an aspect ratio of 4.5 and
an inlet hub-tip radius ratio of 0.5; the design tip diffusion factor was
0.45.
Tests were conducted with undistorted inlet flow and also with the inlet
casing boundary layer thickened by meansof a trip ring. Overall performance
and stall performance were obtained on both configurations. Blade element
data were obtained at seven radial positions during undistorted inlet tests
at each of five speeds from 50%to 110%of design. The condition where
rotating stall first appeared was determined at each speed, and overall
performance data were obtained while in stall and also at the point where
stall cleared.
The rotor was designed to produce a total pressure of 1.47 at a flow of
187 ibs/sec and an adiabatic efficiency of 0.905. Peak adiabatic efficiency
obtained at design speedwas 0.900, occurring at a total-pressure ratio of
1.458 and a flow of 181 ibs/sec. Stall at 100%speed was at 172.2 ibs/sec
flow and a total pressure ratio of 1.48.
The installation of the boundary layer trip caused the displacement
thickness of the casing boundary layer to increase from 0.035 in to 0.29 in.
About 2 percentage points in adiabatic efficiency were lost at all conditions
as a result; also the stall line was lowered somewhatat 100%speed but was
improved at 90%speed.
Evidence was obtained from hot-wire anemometersto indicate that rotating
stalls initiated in the vicinity of the part-span shroud in both configura-
tions rather than at the tip.
INTRODUCTION
It is recognized that the use of high-aspect-ratio blading in aircraft gas
turbine compressors offers the potential of designing lighter, more compact
units. The performance of such stages has not always been satisfactory,
however, in that they have generally been found to have less weight flow
range than similar stages with lower aspect-ratio blading (refs. 1 and 2).
Reducedweight flow range typically results in reduced stall margin,
especially in cases where the compressor must operate with inlet flow
distortions.
The objective of this test series is to investigate methods of increasing
the flow range of high-aspect-ratio compressors under conditions of distorted
as well as undistorted inlet flow. It is believed that the flow at the tip
of the first rotor of fans and multistage compressors generally breaks down
first and causes stage stall. Accordingly, outer casing boundary layer
control methods (blowing and bleeding) are being investigated in this program
to determine their effectiveness in extending the weight flow range of an
isolated, high-aspect-ratio rotor. The design of the rotor and of the blowing
and bleeding devices is presented in reference 3.
This report presents the basic performance of the rotor whentested without
casing boundary layer control; a conventional solid casing was installed over
the rotor tip. Overall performance and blade element data are presented for
tests with undistorted inlet flow. In addition, overall performance is
documentedfor tests in which the inlet casing boundary layer was increased
by using a boundary layer trip to better simulate installed engine conditions.
SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this report:
2A flow area, in
A°
3
area represented by each discharge rake element. This is
the area of an annulus bounded either by radii midway
between those of two adjacent elements or by the hub or
casing, in 2
Ch enthalpy-equivalent static-pressure-rise coefficient,


















specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/Ib-°R
diffusion factor
D = i V" +i
r2V@2 - rlV@l
2r _ V i
acceleration due to gravity, 32.174 ft/sec 2
incidence angle, difference between air angle and camber
line angle at leading edge in cascade projection, deg
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.161 ft-lb/Btu
Mach number
total or stagnation pressure, psia
arithmetic average total pressure at j immersion, psia













Mean radius, average of streamline leading-edge and
trailing-edge radii, in
total or stagnation temperature, °R
arithmetic average total temperature at j immersion, °R
static or stream temperature, °R
rotor speed, ft/sec
air velocity, ft/sec
average axial velocity at j immersion, ft/sec
weight flow, ib/sec
displacement along compressor axis, in
air angle, angle whose tangent is the ratio of tangential
to axial velocity, deg
ratio of specific heats
total pressure , psia
ratio: -







deviation angle, difference between air angle and camber
line angle at trailing edge in cascade projection, deg
meridional angle, angle between tangent to streamline
projected on meridional plane and axial direction, deg
total temperature , °R
ratio: standard temperature 518.688°R
angular displacement about compressor axis, deg
efficiency
angle between cylindrical projection of the blade camber line
at the leading and trailing edge and the axial direction, deg
static or stream density, ib-sec2/ft 4
solidity, ratio of chord to spacing





















arithmetic average at any plane
casing at any plane
downstream







with respect to axial displacement
with respect to tangential displacement
leading edge
trailing edge
0.05, 0.65, 0.90, 1.54, 1.90, 3.50 instrumentation plane designations







A high aspect-ratio transonic rotor was designed as an instrument for
evaluating the effects on performance and operating range of casing blow
and bleed devices on stages of this type. The overall characteristics of the















Rotor tip speed, 1120 ft/sec.
Inlet hub-tip radius ratio, 0.50.
Total-pressure ratio, 1.47, radially constant.
Corrected weight flow per unit annulus area, 39.32 Ib/sec.-sq.ft.
Rotor tip solidity, 1.0.
Rotor tip relative Mach number, 1.2.
Rotor tip diffusion factor, 0.45.
Rotor blade aspect ratio, 4.5.
Rotor blade section; double-circular-arc on cylindrical sections.
Rotor chord, 1.772 in. radially constant.
Rotor maximum thickness - chord ratio, 0.085 at hub, 0.03 at tip.
Number of rotor blades, 60.
Rotor tip diameter, 34 in.
Corrected weight flow, 187 ibs/sec.
The rotor tip diffusion factor of 0.45 is somewhat higher than is common prac-
tice for stages with a radius ratio of 0.5. This moderately large tip loading
was selected with the expectation that the boundary layer control devices to
be investigated would permit operation at loading levels that exceed those
given by conventional design criteria. The remaining items were selected as
being typical of a compressor front stage, the most likely application of a
boundary layer control device. Full details of the methods employed in the
design of this rotor and the resulting design parameters are presented in
reference 3.
Figure 1 is a photograph of this rotor. A notable feature is the part-span
shroud, which is located 39.5% of the span from the tip, (80.8% of the tip
radius). The shroud is roughly elliptical in cross section, with a length
(parallel to the local blade chord) of 43% of the blade chord, and a thickness
of 19% of the shroud length. The relative inlet Mach number at the shroud
radius is 1.045 at the rotor design point. The shroud blockage is approxi-
mately 1.25% of the total passage throat area. The throat area was set to
be 8% greater than choke at each section, not accounting for the shroud.
The shroud's major axis was aligned with the local design streamline meri-
dional angle of 5 ° from axial.
After manufacture, the blading was inspected by means of contour layouts at
several sections. For this rotor blade, five of the 13 manufacturing sections
along the blade height were inspected for four blades selected at random
from the batch. At each manufacturing section an average blade section of
these four was obtained and was compared with the design intent. A
meridional view of the rotor appears in figure 2 and the inspected sections
are identified by asterisks. The results of the comparisons of the average
blade sections with design intent appear in figures _(a) through 3(e).
A rather good correspondence exists between the average blade section and
design intent for most sections; it is accordingly judged that the design
intent was achieved.
The average running tip clearance at 100% speed was 0.027 inch.
Test Facility
Performance tests of this rotor were made in General Electric's House
Compressor Test Facility at Lynn, Massachusetts. The general aspects of
the test set-up are shown in figure 4. The test rotor draws air from the
atmosphere through two banks of filters. The first filter bank is intended
to remove 22% of the particles larger than 3-5 microns (dust spot test).
The second and final filter bank is intended to remove 90-95% of the
remaining particles down to the same size. The air then passes through a
coarse wire inlet screen and into the bellmouth. The flow straightener
described in reference 3 was not installed because experience on a previous
similar configuration showed it was unnecessary (reference 4). Downstream
of the test rotor, outlet guide vanes are used to remove most of the swirl.
In the exit assembly the air is split into two streams. The inner air
stream is passed into an exit pipe containing a flow straightener and a
venturi flow meter and then exhausted to atmosphere. The outer air stream
passes through a slide cylindrical throttle valve and into a collector, then
into pipes, each of which has installed a flow straightener and a venturi
flow meter, and is finally discharged to atmosphere.
Power to drive the test rotor is provided by a high-pressure non-condensing
steam turbine rated at 15,000 horsepower.
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Instrumentation
Schematic views of the instrumentation provided for the testing are shown
in figures 5 and 6. Inlet total temperature was measured by 24 thermocouples
distributed on the inlet screen. During all the testing described in this
report, the inlet total and static pressures were measured at plane 0.05 by
six pitot-static rakes having 7 elements each, these 7 elements being placed
radially at centers of equal annulus area. A 15-element boundary layer rake
was immersed from the outer casing at plane 0.65 ahead of the rotor.
Traverse probes used for obtaining blade element data were located at planes
1.54 behind the rotor and 0.9 ahead of the rotor. At plane 1.54 there were
2 static pressure wedge probes and one cobra probe; one wedge and one cobra
were located ahead of the rotor at plane 0.9. The immersions used for
recording:blade element data were 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% of the
annulus height from the tip at plane 1.54, the rotor exit measuring station;
at plane 0.9, the rotor inlet measuring station, the 7 immersions were chosen
so that the same design streamline sensed at the exit station would be
sensed by the corresponding immersion at the inlet station.
Hot wire anemometer data were taken with 5 probes located at plane 1.54 behind
the rotor. Three of these probes were shielded units used to determine the
number, rotative speed, and radial extent of the rotating stall cells. The
remaining two were unshielded and were provided to obtain blade-wake data.
However, because of probe vibrations and damage to the exposed wires of these
unshielded units, meaningful blade-wake data were not obtained.
Outlet total pressure and temperatures were measured at plane 1.9 by 4 fixed
rakes of each type. Immersions of the 5 elements on each rake corresponded
to the design streamlines sensed at the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% annulus
height traverse positions at plane 1.54. The discharge rakes at plane 1.9
are ahead of the outlet guide vanes, and thus must measure swirling flow.
These rakes were therefore rotated 37.5 ° from the axial direction to match
the pitchline swirl angle of the flow at the design condition.
The general construction of the traverse probes and fixed rakes is shown in
figures 7 and 8. The thermocouple rakes, cobra probes, and static pressure
wedge probes were calibrated for Mach number effects, and these calibrations
were used in the data reduction calculations. Pressure and temperature
measurements from the fixed rakes were found to be sufficiently insensitive
to small pitch and yaw angle variations to justify the omission of correc-
tions for these effects; pitch angle effects on the traversing probes could
similarly be neglected.
A generous number of static pressure taps were located on the hub and casing
throughout the flowpath. At measuring planes where the traverse probes or
fixed rakes were located, static pressures at the hub and casing were
measured at more than one circumferential position (figure 6).
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An exception to this was that, due to an oversight, only one static tap was
installed at the hub at plane 1.90 instead of the five called for. To
establish the hub Machnumberat this plane, the pressure from this tap was
averaged with the pressures from two other hub taps immediately upstream
and downstreamat the samecircumferential position.
Boundary Layer Trip
The boundary layer trip shownin figure 9 was used to thicken the inlet
casing boundary layer during part of the testing. It was a sharp-edged
annular ring which protruded 0.30 inch into the airstream from the outer
casing at plane 0.i0. The objective in designing the boundary layer trip
was to raise the momentumthickness of the casing boundary layer to 0.16
inch and produce a displacement thickness of approximately 0.30 inch.
Test Procedure
For the first runs, the boundary layer trip was not installed. The vehicle
was stalled at 50%, 70%, 90%, 100%and 110%speeds as early as possible
in order to determine any mechanical limits on operation; none were found.
Overall performance data from the fixed instrumentation were obtained at
each speed at various discharge valve settings between maximumflow and the
limit o£ stall-free operation. Blade element data from the traverse instru-
mentation were obtained at 5 of the operating points per speed where overall
performance had been recorded. With the complete stall-free performance
defined, overall performance data were then recorded while in stall and at
the point where the stalls cleared. These rotating-stall and stall-removal
overall performance readings completed the performance testing on the
undistorted inlet flow configuration.
The boundary layer trip was then installed ahead of the rotor. As before,
the stall line was determined first. For these tests, data were taken at
70%,90%and 100%speeds only, and no blade element data were taken. Overall
performance from fixed instrumentation was determined at a minimumof 5
operating points per speed between maximumflow and the limit of stall-free
operation. Rotating-stall and stall-removal overall performance readings
were also taken.
Testing in the Unstalled Region For all speeds the throttle settings at
which data were recorded in the stall-free region of operation were selected
to give an approximately even spacing of the points on the compressor
performance map. Some repeat overall performance readings were taken,
usually at the start of a new day's running in order to assure that data were
repeatable.
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Whentaking blade element data, an overall performance reading from the
fixed instrumentation was taken before traversing the probes. At the rotor
inlet traverse location, the static pressure wedgewas set at zero flow
angle and the cobra probe was allowed to seek its nulled angle position.
At the rotor exit traverse location, the static pressure wedgeprobe was
manually rotated to the angle established by the nulled position of the cobra
probe; since stationary vane rows and struts were relatively far removedfrom
this plane, circumferential variations of angle were presumedto be suffi-
ciently small not to affect the pressures read by the static pressure wedge
probes. All temperatures and pressures from fixed and traversing instru-
mentation were recorded in digitized form on punched paper tape for
computerized data reduction.
Stall Testing During all testing, both with and without the boundary
layer trip installed, the limit of stall-free performance at each speed was
reached when rotating stall cells formed in the rotor. The rotor was
stalled twice at each speed, the stall point being established by slowly
closing the throttle valve until strain gage and hot wire signals indicated
the formation of rotating stall cells.
For the first stall at each speed, 3 hot-wire anemometer probes were immersed
to the 10%, 50% and 90% positions. In some instances, the vehicle was held
in the stalled mode of operation while a single anemometer was immersed to
the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% immersions. Examination of the data, which
were plotted on a high-speed paper tape, showed the radial extent of the
rotating stall cells. When the vehicle was stalled the second time, the 3
hot wires were set at the immersion where the stall cells were strongest in
the first stall. From the resulting tapes, information on the number and
speed of rotating stall cells could be obtained. While throttling into and
out of this second stall, an ICPAC* trace was obtained. Conditions were
stabilized in stall and a rotating-stall overall performance reading taken.
When this was completed, the speed was maintained and the discharge throttle
valve slowly opened until the stall cleared; at this condition a stall-
removal overall performance reading was taken.
The discharge throttle valve was geared for a fast opening-closing rate
for the first stall testing and was closed in a stepwise fashion by the
operator. During the second stalls the discharge valve was geared to move
very slowly and was actuated by the operator at a constant rate in order that
the stall line would always be obtained in a fully consistent manner.
*Instantaneous Compressor Performance Analysis Computer. This is an
analogue circuit which senses weight flow and pressure ratio, and which plots




The testing reported herein was conducted on Configuration i, plain casing
insert, to establish the basic performance of the rotor. It was done in two
phases: undistorted inlet flow (that is, without inlet distortion screens
or boundary layer trip), and boundary layer trip testing. The overall and
stall performance of each is presented and discussed separately in the
following sections, as well as blade element performance data obtained during
the undistorted inlet flow testing.
Performance with Undistorted Inlet
Overall Performance A tabulation of all overall performance data points
taken during undistorted inlet flow testing is given in Table 1 (a), and
the compressor performance map based on these data is shown in figure 10.
The rotor exit total-temperature and total-pressure ratios were established
on the basis of fixed rake readings by a mass weighting routine, as follows:
At each immersion, measurements from all circumferential locations were
arithmetically averaged. The static pressure was assumed to vary linearly
from hub to casing between the averages of the measured hub and casing values.
With static pressure, total pressure and total temperature determined at each
rotor exit immersion, the local values of static density and absolute velocity
were computed. The tangential velocity was then obtained from the total-
temperature rise and the Euler turbomachinery equation, with the assumption
of zero inlet tangential velocity. This, when combined with the absolute
velocity and the design meridional streamline angle, gave the axial velocity.
The discharge total-temperature and total-pressure ratios were then obtained
from the following equations:
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These quantities were used with the real gas properties of dry air to compute
the rotor adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies. The weight flow was obtained
from the calibrated venturi flow nozzles and was corrected by the ratio of
the average inlet total pressure at plane 0.05 to the standard-day value of
14.696 psia and the square root of the ratio of average inlet total tempera-
ture to 518.688°R.
The performance at 100% corrected speed, shown in figure i0, should be
compared to the design intent of 1.47 total-pressure ratio and 187 ibs/sec
corrected flow. The design pressure ratio was actually achieved at 176 Ibs/
sec flow, close to the stall point; peak adiabatic efficiency at 0.900 was
achieved at 181 ibs/sec flow. The pressure ratio at design flow, 1.425, was
less than design intent probably because the hub deviation angles were
several degrees greater than estimated when selecting the blade sections.
Some scatter in measured efficiency exists at the lower speeds; all recorded
values were plotted in figure i0 and the best curve drawn between points.
On this basis, the highest efficiency reached by the rotor was 0.943 at 70%
corrected speed. Peak efficiencies drop off rapidly above 90% speed and
also occur closer to stall at the three higher speeds. This is not unexpected
in view of the rather low tip solidity of 1.0 and the double-circular arc
blade shape combined with tip relative Mach numbers ranging from 1.05 at 90%
speed close to stall up to 1.31 at the 110% speed-maximum flow condition.
Since there is substantial camber on the suction surface of these blades, and
since the low solidity allows the shock to intersect the suction surface
rather near the trailing edge, the Mach number on this part of the blade can
build up to fairly high levels before the shock. The resulting high shock
losses and the possibility of separation after the shock are the most probable
sources for the efficiency changes noted above.
Stall Performance The stall line shown on the performance map (figure i0)
is based on the rotating stall testing in which the slow-acting discharge
throttle valve was used. The stall points and stall mode were generally very
repeatable. The stalling flow was determined from the ICPAC system at the
instant that stall was detected. The ICPAC values of stalling flow were then
corrected using a correlation of ICPAC and actual flow obtained during un-
stalled performance testing. Stalling total-pressure ratio was obtained by
extrapolating the speed lines on the performance map using the ICPAC traces
as a guide.
The overall performance data points which were recorded while the rotor was
operating with rotating stall present appear as solid symbols in figure I0.
Since conditions are quite unsteady when in stall, the accuracy of these
readings is open to question. These data do, however, indicate an appreciable
decrease in pressure ratio and efficiency when stall occurs at the higher
speeds. After each rotating stall overall performance reading was taken, the
discharge throttle valve was slowly opened until the stall cleared. At this
latter valve setting, a stall removal overall performaffce reading was taken;
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these points appear as half-shaded symbols in figure i0. In general there is
somehysteresis in this process: the stall does not clear until the flow
increases above that at which stall first appeared. There was more of this
hysteresis at the higher speeds than at the lower.
In order to determine if discharge de-swirl vane position had any effect on
stall performance, these vanes were closed 15 ° from nominal and the rotor was
stalled at 90% speed. The effect was negligible; stalling flow appeared to
be about 1.5 ibs_ec less based on ICPAC measurements, with a similar reduction
in flow at the stall removal point. The stall line in figure 10 is based
only on stalls with these vanes in their nominal position.
Samples of the shielded hot-wire anemometer data appear in figure ii. These
are copies of oscillograph traces obtained while in stall. In figure ii (a)
a single anemometer was immersed to the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% positions
at 100% design speed. It can be seen that the rotating stall cells extend
from the tip inward to about the 70% immersion and are generally strongest
near the 30% immersion. At 90% design speed similar traces indicated that
the stall cells were very weak at the tip and hub and were most pronounced
at the 30% and 50% immersions. During stall testing the strain gages on
the blades did not indicate any abrupt increase in tip stresses at the onset
of stall. Because of the severity of the stall cells in the region of the
part-span shroud (40% span from the tip) and the low tip stresses, it was
considered very probable that stalls were originating in the vicinity of the
part-span shroud rather than at the outer casing. Design conditions giving
a relative inlet Mach number of 1.045 and a diffusion factor of 0.50 at the
shroud location are rather severe;these plus the blockage of the shroud
itself could have combined to make the flow past the shroud more prone to
stall than that at the tip. In order to establish the number and speed of
the rotating stall cells, the phase difference between any two hot wires
gives certain options and the use of a third anemometer eliminates all integral
numbers except one. A knowledge of the paper speed of the trace and the num-
ber of cells permits deduction of the stall speed/rotor speed ratio. This
method generally follows the method given in reference 5. Another method is
available to check the number and speed of the rotating stall cells by
utilizing the traces from a rotor strain gage and a hot wire. The number of
stall cells can be calculated by adding the number of pulses per unit time
of the strain gage and the hot wire and dividing the total by the number
of rotor revolutions for the same unit of time. The ratio of stall cell
speed to rotor speed is calculated by dividing the number of pulses per unit
time on the hot-wire trace by the product of the rotor revolutions per unit
time and the number of stall cells. The number and speed of the rotating
stall cells determined by both methods were in good agreement. These data
and other stalling performance information are presented in figure ii (b).
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Blade Element Performance For presentation of the data from traverse
probes located upstream and downstream of the rotor, a method of adjusting
the data to obtain conditions at the blade edges was used. Knowing the
measured total pressure, total temperature, static pressure and flow angle at
each immersion and using the design meridional streamline angle, the
meridional Mach number and all velocity components at each measurement plane
may be calculated. Application of the condition of constant angular momentum
along design streamlines yields the tangential velocity at each blade edge.
It is assumed that the convergence of each meridional stream tube, between
a measurement plane and its adjacent blade edge, remains fixed at the design
value for all data conditions. The meridional Mach number at a measurement
plane may then be used to determine the meridional Mach number at the blade
edge by use of the relationship shown in figure 12. This method is not
strictly correct at the trailing edge where there may be an appreciable swirl
velocity together with a change in radius between the edge and the measurement
plane. Nevertheless, since the radius changes are not large, the method should
be a very good approximation. With the tangential velocities and the meridional
Mach numbers at the edges thus obtained, and with measured stagnation condi-
tions assumed to be constant along the design streamlines, the velocities, Mach
numbers, and all of their components may be determined at the blade edges.
The constant physical quantities used in these computations, at the measurement
planes and at the edges, are given in table 2.
°
In order to check out this procedure and to determine small differences due
to calculation technique, design values of total pressure, total temperature,
static pressure and flow angle were used in a sample calculation. Treating
this information as though it were test data, the calculation routine was
used to give design point blade element performance, yielding the data listed
in table 3. Table 4 is included to give a more complete description of the
abbreviations used. Some indication of the small differences which can occur
is given in table 3 by the comparison of the integrated flows, at the upstream
and downstream measurement planes, with the nozzle flow. In this case the
nozzle flow was set equal to the design flow.
Complete listings of blade element data are given in table 5, and graphs of
deviation angle, diffusion factor and loss coefficient, plotted as a function
of incidence angle are presented in figure 13.
In NASA contract NAS3-7617 (reference 4) it was found that more reliable
values of blade element loss coefficients could be obtained by using total
pressure and temperatures obtained from the fixed rakes rather than from the
cobra probes. The data obtained from fixed rakes in the present program gave
loss coefficients generally higher at the tip and lower at the hub as compared
to the traverse probe values, with the differences being greatest at the
higher speeds. Loss coefficients calculated from the fixed instrumentation
appear as solid symbols in figure 13 and are tabulated as supplementary data
in table 5. Fixed instrumentation was not included at the 5 and 20 percent
span radial stations. Therefore, only traverse data are shown in figures
13 (a)and 13 (c).
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Figure 14 presents a more complete picture of the radial variations of the
total-temperature ratio, total-pressure ratio, absolute air angle, and
adiabatic efficiency as obtained from continuous traverses taken at points as
close as possible to the stall line at 90% and 100% speeds. The influence
of the part-span shroud's wake can be seen in figure 14 and was also observable
in direct plots made during blade element traverses. The wake does not
change radial position with speed or throttle setting, and generally lies
between the 30% and 50% blade element immersions. Thus the blade element data
at these two immersions could have been affected only very slightly by the
shroud wake.
Performance with Boundary Layer Trip
Overall Performance Results of testing configuration i, plain casing insert,
with the boundary layer trip installed are tabulated in Table 1 (b) and
presented as a performance map in figure 15. The instrumentation and the
data analysis methods used in these tests were identical to those used in
undistorted inlet overall performance testing.
Overall performance was recorded at 70%, 90% and 100% speeds. Although there
was considerable scatter in the efficiency measurements, it appears as if
roughly 2 points in efficiency were lost at all conditions as compared to the
undistorted inlet configuration. However, because the inlet total pressure
is measured ahead of the boundary layer trip, the loss produced by the trip
ring appears as a rotor loss in the efficiency calculations.
At the two higher speeds there was some reduction in choked, or maximum,
flow. At 100% speed the pressure rise at any flow was less than obtained in
undistorted inlet testing; this effect was not observed at lower speeds.
Stall Performance Thickening the inlet boundary layer by installing the
trip ring had only a minor effect on the stall line. At 90% speed the stalling
flow was actually reduced by about 5 ibs_ec; at 100% speed, however, the
stall line was lowered slightly. Despite these changes, the radial position
where stall initiated did not appear to change. The hot wires still indicated
that the rotating stall cells were concentrated in the outer portion of the
blade and were most severe near the 30% immersion. The rotor stresses remained
moderate in the outer part of the blade during stall.
Figure 16 presents hot wire traces and a tabulation of the number and rotative
speed of the stall cells. These are seen to be of the same character as given
in figure ii for undistorted inlet, except that three stall cells have formed
rather than a single cell. No stalls were performed with the outlet guide vanes
in non-standard positions during boundary layer trip testing. Thus it is not
known if outlet guide vane position affects the number of stall cells for this
case as it did in undistorted inlet testing. The hysteresis effect which
exists when attempting to clear the stalls is more pronounced with the boundary
layer trip installed, in that the discharge valve had to be opened farther
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before the stalls could be cleared. As with the undistorted inlet performance
map (figure i0), the solid symbols in figure 15 are the performance in stall
while the half-shaded symbols indicate the points where the stalls cleared.
Figure 17 comparesthe inlet casing boundary layer with and without the
boundary layer trip installed. The objective momentum thickness of 0.16 in.
was obtained at a flow of 176.7 ibs/sec in boundary layer trip test reading
3; the displacement thickness at this condition was 0.29 in., or about equal
to the depth of the trip ring. Also shown in figure 17 is the inlet pressure
profile for undistorted inlet test reading 6. For this condition the flow
was 177.8 ib/sec; the displacement thickness was 0.035 in., and the momentum
thickness was 0.023 in.
In summation, the installation of the boundary layer trip, while greatly
enlarging the inlet casing boundary layer, did not change the radial variations
of stall cell strength and resulted in no consistent change in the point of
stall inception on the performance map. The absence of any consistent major
reduction in stall performance due to the thick inlet boundary layer reinforces
the belief that the part-span shroud, rather than the blade tip region, is
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Table 1 (a). - Overall Performance Based on
Fixed Instrumentation for






























Total Rotor Corrected Throttle
Pressure Adiabatic Weight Valve



























































































































































Letter code indicates type of data taken_ as follows: OP - overall performance
from fixed instrumentation; BE - blade element traverse taken concurrently with
OP data; HW - hot wire survey of rotor wakes; RS - overall performance in stall
with hot wire investigation of stall cells; SR - overall performance at point
where stall cleared; CT - continuous traverse taken concurrently with OP data.
20









































































































Corrected Throttle Inlet Type*
Speed_ Valve Dist'n Data
Percent Setting
Design
70.11 60.0 none BE
70.08 19.0 none BE
70.11 12.0 none BE
70.09 8.5 none BE
100.03 7.4 none CT
90.12 8.8 none CT
70.14 8.5 none OP
70.08 8.5 none OP & HW
70.13 60.0 none OP & HW
50.07 3.5 none RS
50.09 3.9 none SR
70.08 5.5 none RS
70.06 5.7 none SR
90.06 6.5 none RS
90.07 6.7 none SR
90.06 3.8 none RS
90.08 4.8 none SR
100.09 5.4 none RS
100.09 7.0 none SR
110.08 5.9 none RS
ii0. i0 6.3 none SR
Letter code indicates type of data taken_ as follows: OP - overall performance
from fixed instrumentation; BE - blade element traverse taken concurrently with
OP data; HW - hot wire survey of rotor wakes; RS - overall performance in stall
with hot wire investigation of stall cells; SR - overall performance at point
where stall cleared; CT - continuous traverse taken concurrently with OP data.
Outlet de-swirl vanes closed 15 ° during Readings 46 & 47.
21
Table 1 (b}. - Overall Performance Based on
Fixed Instrumentation for Testing
























Total Rotor Corrected Corrected Throttle
Pressure Adiabatic Weight Speed_ Valve






































































70.03 5.2 BLT OP & HW
90.07 6.4 BLT OP & HW
100.09 6.2 BLT OP & HW
100.07 20.0 BLT OP
100.07 10.5 BLT OP
100.10 8.5 BLT OP
I00. i0 7.4 BLT OP & HW
90.11 8.0 BLT OP & HW
70.07 8.0 BLT OP & HW
90.08 5.5 BLT RS
90.08 8.3 BLT SR
100.08 5.5 BLT RS
100.07 8.4 BLT SR
70.04 4.5 BLT RS
70.04 5.7 BLT SR
70.05 12.0 BLT OP
70.06 12.0 BLT OP
70.03 60.0 BLT OP
70.09 19.0 BLT OP
90.09 21.0 BLT OP
90.10 50.0 BLT OP
90.10 12.0 BLT OP
Letter code indicates type of data take% as follows: OP - overall performance
from fixed instrumentation; IfW - hot wire survey of rotor wakes; RS - overall
performance in stall with hot wire investigation of stall cells; SR - overall
performance at point where stall cleared.
22
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REL:¢NLET iNCI_ *NG INCID ANG INLET REL INLET REL ROfOR SRD INLET ABS INLET AB$
r_ow AN_. HN.CRBR.LN SUCT,$URF MACH NO. v.ELOCI?Y AT INLET vELOCITY MAC_ NO,
v v - Kv v v UI VI M181 i Bl sl MI VI
RADIAk. REL, EXIT REV, DEV, REL, TURN EXIT REL. EXIT REL. ROTOm $PO EXIT ABS EXlf ABS

































LOSS DIFFUSION ST, PRESS OH1 INLET ABS EXIT ARS INLET REL EXiT REL
OOEF_'ZCIENT FACYD! RISE ¢OEFr ?AN_, vEL ?ANG,vEL TANO; VEL TANG;v_L
--co' D Cp C h VSI V62 Vel V_2
ToT, PRESS ADIABATIC POLYTROP|C TOT, PRESS ToT TEMP MOMEN RISE/ ABS,INLET ABB,IIXI?
LOSS P.ARAM Err leli_NOy EFF IC;IENCY RATIO RATIO MEAS. ?.RISE FLOw ANG. PLOw AN().
2o had np PI. 54 TI.54 81 B 2
P0.90 T0.90
TRAVERSE PRESSUR_ mATIO =
TmAvEBSE A_IABAT|C E_F, •
T_AVEISE POLYTROPI_ _FW, =
r_OW BOErF_CIENT L.E; =
r&Ow BOErF!CIENT T.EI
P_RCENT CORRECTED SPEED =




L,E, CHECK WEIGHT fLOW/NOZ. WE|GH? fLOW "
T,E, CHECK wEIGHT rLOw/NOZ, wE}GHT PLOw '
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
TOT. TEMP
RATIO
_'cos8_ _, PI.90 TI.90























































































60NFIG_ I = PLAIN cASING
N.A.S.A. COMPRESSOR _uTpUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POINT NUMBER 2 READING NUMBER 3
INCID ANG IKcID ANG INLET RE L INLET RE L
MN,CMBR,.LN :_LCT,SURF MAOH NO_ VEL3C_Ty
5_097 2,027 0,7840 8§6,631
5,288 1,8_8 0,7718 852,399
6,008 1,788 0_7410 8t8:303
6,690 1,560 0_7113 785,317
7.539 1,1_9 0,6503 718:429
7,618 0'678 0.5934 655:404
8,087 0,727 0,5160 570:835
REL. DEV_ _L, TURN EXIT REL_ EXI T REL,
ANG_ T_E_ ANGLE MACH NO' vELDCITy
2,959 _2,068 0,5921 672,596
4.302 _I,076 0_5824 659,269
5.965 _1i003 0,5390 609,558
8.130 _1_0t0 0,4971 562,238
11.035 _4,584 0.4315 487,541
14,447 _Ii171 0,3758 423,698
11_670 42,067 0,3680 413,167
DIFFUSION ST' PRESS CH1 INLET ABS
FACTOR _ISE COEFF TAN3_ vEL
U.364 _.35481 0,3917 0,
0,362 0_36980 0,4043 O,
0.394 C,40013 0.4299 O:
0.427 C_42778 0,4525 O,
0,474 0,48223 0_4924 O_
0.520 0_53933 0_5247 0;
0.485 C_5171_ 0_4569 0:
ADIABATIC FCLYTROPIC TOT. PRESS TOT_ TEMP
EFFICIENCy EFFICIEND? RATIO RATIO
0,8738 0i8774 1'225 1_068
0.9580 0,9592 I;217 1:060
0.9734 0,9741 1,207 I:057
0.9444 0_9458 $.196 1:056
0.9453 0,9466 1,189 1_054
0.9515 0,9527 1,188 11053





0.950 L,E, cHEcK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ_ WEIGHT FLOW
70,00 T,E. CHECK WFIGHT FLOW/NOZ_ wEIGHT F_OW
TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF_ =
TRAVERSE ROLYTROPIC EFF. =
FLOW COEFFICIENT L;E i =
FLOW cOEFFIcIENT T, E, =
PERCENT CORRECTED SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0. 0197 0. 8978 0. 0643 i. 211
0. 0189 O. 9020 0. 0657 i. 191
0. 0203 0. 9062 0. 0711 i. 182
0. 0138 0. 9432 0. 0480 i. 188
0. 0140 0. 9594 0. 0489 I. 216
DATE &0t18/1967




































PRESSURE RATIO - 1
ADIABATIC EFF: = 0
POLYTROPIC EFF_ = 0






















































































































CONFiG_ t = PLAIN CASING
N,A,S,A, COMPRESSOR ouTpUT DATA
B_AD_ ELEMEN T PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POINX NUMBER 3 READIN_ NUMBER 4
REL_INLET INCID AN G _KCIO AN G INLET REL INLET REL
FLOw ANG_ MN,CHBR,LN 5LOT,SURF MAGH NO_ vELOCITy
59,258 2.388 _0,682 1,0496 1143_685
58,712 2.692 ;0,778 1.0331 11_41319
57,904 3.484 _0,736 0,9916 1079:494
56,903 4.133 _0,997 0,9522 I0371459
54_803 5.053 _1,357 0,8716 950:764
5_.983 5,373 ;I,567 0,7948 818:030
50,427 5.377 _1_983 0_6978 754:056
REL_ EXIT PEL. DEV_ _EL_ TURN EXIT REL_ EXIT RE_,
FLOw ANGo ANG. T_E_ ANGLE MACH NO_ vEL3C!TY
48,828 1,888 _0,430 0,7178 8_4:913
49,065 3.135 9,647 0,7225 825;744
47,809 4_349 _0_094 0,6792 775:089
4_9!_ 6.591 9,993 0,6447 714:546
4_,733 11.063 12,070 0.5520 627G732
3_.240 14.630 _8,743 0,4808 545;377
I_,348 11,948 39,079 0,4720 511_685
LOSS DIFFUSION E?. PRESS OH1 INLBT ABS
COEFFICIEN T FACTOR RISE COEFF TANS, vEL
0_1_53 0.433 0_37419 0,4370 O_
0_0450 0_409 0_39103 0.4510 O:
0_0341 0.426 0.42283 0_4764 O,
0_0203 U.433 0_45_93 0.4979 O=
0_0372 0_487 0_49976 0,5292 0,
0_0551 U.532 0,54346 0,5462 0_
0;0575 0.803 0_52315 0;48t5 o,
TOT, PRESS ADIABATIC ECLYTROPIC TOT, PRESS TOT_ TEMP
LOSS PARAM EFFICIENCy 5FFICIENCy RATIO R_TIO
0,034 0.8557 0_8625 1,408 1_i20
0_014 0.9345 0,9375 1.400 1_108
o_olo 0;9552 0;9535 t,388 1_103
0,006 0;9709 0,9721 1,366 1_096
0.011 0_9495 0,9519 1_329 1_089
0,056 0;9340 0_9365 1,317 1_088
0,016 0_9502 0,9524 t,370 !_099
TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO = _3619 _IXED INSTRUMENTATION
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF_ = 0_957!
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFF, = 0_9398
FLOW COEFFICIENT L_E_ • 0_980
FLOW COEFFICIENT T_E_ = 0_950 L,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ_ WEIGHT FLOW
PERCENT cORREcTED SPEED = 89,95 T,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ_ WEIGHT FLOW
DATE C0/18t1967
ROTOR SPD INLET ABS INLET ABS








ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT ABS








EXIT ABS INLET REL EXIT REL








MgNEN RISE/ ABS_INLET ABS,EXIT








PRESSURE RATIO = 1_3560
ADIABATIC EFF_ = 0_956T
POLYTROPIC EFF, 0_9586
NOZZLE WEIGHT FLOW : 165_58
= I_00968
= 0_99035
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS TOT. TEMP
LOSS PAILA_M. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO RATIO
0.0155 0.9274 0.0493 1.391 1.107
0.0064 0.9693 0.0216 1.355 1.094
0.0102 0.9544 0.0357 1.326 1.088
0.0101 0.9575 0.0353 1.323 1.087






























Table 5. - Listing of Blade Element Performance (continued).
CONFiG_ t _ PLAIN CASING
N,A,S,A, COMPRESSOR 3uTpUT DATA
BLADE ELEMEN T PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POIN_ NUMBER 2 READING NUMBER 6 DATE $0/19/&967
RADIA L REL'INLET INCID ANG I_CIO ANG
POSITI_ON FLOW ANG, MN,DMBR_LN SLCTsBUR_
1 59,953 3,083 0.013
2 59,241 3,221 _0i249
3 58,240 3,820 _0_400
4 57,339 4_569 a0,561
5 54,774 5,024 _1i386
6 51,888 5,278 _1_662
7 55,146 6_096 ;1,264
RADIAL REL_ EXIT REL. DEV_ _EL, TURN
POSIT_ON FLOw ANG, ANG. T_E_ ANGLE
$ 50.077 3.137 9_876
2 50,E20 4'190 9,121
3 48,274 4.814 9,9_6
4 4_,120 5_800 _$i2$9
5 4_,400 9.730 _3_374
6 3_,913 13_303 _9_975
7 13,757 14.357 37,388
RADIAL LOSS DIFFUSION ST. PRESS
POSITION COEFFICIENT FACTOR _ISE COEFr
$ 0_2000 0,493 0_3769_
2 0_1_5_ 0_451 0_39502
3 0:1127 0,491 0_43018
4 0_0648 0.484 0_46373
5 0_0584 0,526 0_53446
6 0_0634 0_545 0_58339
7 0_0746 0_523 0_8056
RADIAL TOT, PRESS ADIABATIC PCLYTROPIC
POSITION LOSS PARAH EFFICIENCy EFFICIENCy
i 0,063 0_7604 0,7740
2 0.036 0.85!3 0.8597
3 0,034 0_8595 0.8673
4 0,019 0_9191 0,9236
5 0.017 0.9305 0,9342
0 0,018 0.9318 0._352
7 0,021 0,9382 0,941_
TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO = _.4795
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF_ = 0_8909
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFF, = 0_8968
FLCW COEFF!C!ENT L_E_ = 0_980
FLOW COEFFICIENT T_E_ = 0_950

















































































L,E_ CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NDZ_ WEIGHT FLow

















































































PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0469 0.8077 0.1527 1.495
0.0271 0.8915 0.0902 1.476
0.0181 0.9322 0.0621 1.462
0.0123 0.9532 0.0422 1.438













































































Table 5. - Listing of Blade Element Performance (continued).
OONFIB. t _ RLAIN CAGING
_,A,3.k, OOMPR_SSOR OUTPUT DATA
B_AOE E_EMENT PERFORMiNOE RESULTS
POINT NUMBER 3 READ|N8 NUMBER 7
REL:INLE? IN_ID ANG I'kOIQ ANG |N_ET REL INLET REL
FLOW ANG; MN;CMBR;EN :SCoT,SURF MACW NO; VELOCiTy
Sf;_?9 0i709 ;;2;361 1,2029 1295,973
5_;743 0,723 _2_747 I;1895 12f8;720
56;226 *;806 '_214_4 I;t380 12_4#3T3
5B,224 2_454 !_2,676 [_0946 1177t6_5
s_4oo 2;6so ._;76o ,;0¢4B Io_I_6s4
48,884 2_2T4 ,_4,666 0_94_5 I0t1#_96
4T;436 _386 ,;4;974 0;8E30 8#3,4_$
REL: EXIT REL_ DEV_ EEL; ?URN EX|T REL. EXIT REL,
FLOW AND; ARC; T:E: ANGLE MA;H NO: VELOCITY
55,04E 6,i02 4i_$8 0_9544 i077_439
5_p599 6_669 4_44 0.9441 1062,603
50,643 ?_183 5.582 0;8932 I004_981
47*773 7,453 7_4_1 0i867 _ 97_=94_
4_,47E 9_80E _0;9_8 0,7_04 843;4_4
28_47B 9,86_ '_0,409 0_6666 746,492
t0,726 $_326 _6_T_0 0,6798 7_2;599
LOSS DIFFUSION ST_ PRESS OH_ INLET ADS
COEFfIcIENT P_TOR _ISE coerr TAND_,VEL
0,1366 0.256 _19£3_ 0;2516 o_
o:lis_ o.253 oi2o?i{ o,2661 o_
0:_162 0_269 0.2261_ 0;2806 01
o: _6o_ 0_340 0._7809 0_35_0 o_
0;_121 0;40v 01_6_ 0;3742 o_
0:0926 0;339 0.27_3_ 0;_496 O,
TOT; PRESS ADIABATIC PCLYTROPIC TOT; PRESS TOT_ TEMP
LOSS PARAM EFFICIENC Y EFFICIENCy RATIO R_TIO
o.o4o 0.70_2 0;717_ i;2_ _:0_9
0;0_s 0;75_9 0i760s i;_4_ _:00_
o;os4 o;76_ o.772_ _;2_s _:o87
0,024 0.8404 0_8450 i;276 1;086
0,047 0,7389 0,747_ {:269 _:094
0;02? 0.9t23 0_9£6Y {;44_ 1,i2t
TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO • d.3060 FIXED INSTRUMENTATION PRESSURE RATIO •
TRAVERSE A_IABATIO E_F_ 0.8%45 ADIABATIC EFF •
TRAVERSE POLY?ROPIC ERR, : _.8214 POLYTRoPIC Err_ •
FLOW COEFFICIENT L.E_ • 0.980 NOZZL_ WEIGHT FLOW •
FL_W COEFFICIENT _E_ m _.950 L.E, CHECK W_I_WT'FLOW/NOZ_ WEIGHT FLow •
pERCEN T CORRECTED SPEED • _00,00 T,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ_ WEIGHT FLoW •
DATE I0/[9/_96?
ROTOR 3PD INLET ABS IN_ET AB$ INLET A_
AT INLET VELOCiTy MACH NO_ VELOCITy
_0_3,580 69_1467 0;6_6 694,_4_
I069'$96 705_449 0_6_2 70_,16E
_017,710 6801702 0_633 6B0,63_
966,9_3 672=¢88 0_6_5 671,429
862,?_2 668iB74 0,622 664,_87
?_4,943 673_489 0;6_? 688_600
634;502 6_9:0_Y 0,_83 98_._9
ROTOR 3PD EXIT ABS EXIT ADS EXIT AX_
AT EXIT VELOCITY MAOH NO VELOOITV
E091,581 687;808 0;609 647.703
i0_8.4_6 68_:_4 0;60? 04_._98
970.22_ 699.990 0=624 652,96_
87_;946 707;414 0;6_9 630,_9_
774,990 782_761 0_699 648,44_
673'4t6 915;557 0;8_7 7%2.0%?
EXIT ASS INLET REL EXYT REL AXIAL
TANG,VEL TAN_ VEL TANG_VEL VEL_RATIO
250,745 1093_560 860i836 0.933
2_4.395 1069;156 844;10% 0,920
241;990 10t7;7t0 7Y7;038 0,936
2_0,791 966_923 719;4_9 0,973
3_4,992 862;712 5_E;994 0,949
4_3,278 754_54_ 3P1;T[Z 0,98_
5_8,544 634_502 t34;872 I,_22
WOMEN RISE/ ABS_INLET ABS,EXIT
MEA$ T,RISE FLO WANG, FLO W ANG_
0_901_ O_ _9_08
0;9034 0_ 19;$72










PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS TOT. TEMP
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO RATIO
0.0420 0.6891 0.1445 1.225 1.087
0.0286 0.8154 0.0983 1.262 1.084
0.0636 0.6390 0.2188 1.203 1.085
0.0294 0.8706 0.0977 1.353 1.104
0.0081 0.9723 0.0282 1.449 1.115














































cONFIG. _ _ PLAIN CASING
@_A_SA, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POIN_ NUMBER 4 READINO NUMBBR 8
REL;INLET INCID ANO I'kcID ANG INLET REL INLET RBL
FLOW ANG, MN,CMB R LN :SCoT,SURF MACH NO_ VEL_C!TY
57,885 _,015' ,_2i0_5 _,1966 1290,8_9
5_,140 1.i23 ._2_347 _.1812 1272;$83
56i512 2;092 ,=2.1_8 _;i_23 12t9;6o6
5_,536 2;768 ,_2;364 1,0886 _I72,520
_2,77o 3_02o ,_3_90 i:00_6 _0B_i_73
49.486 8.876 ._4.064 0t9_07 t001=444
48,o6_ 3_012 ,_4;_48 o,8171 S_3;_Bi
REL; EXIT REL. DEV; '_6L. TURN EXIT REL. EXIT REL,
FLoW ANO, ANG_ T:E_ ANGLE MACH NO_ vEL_C!TY
5_,469 4._29 6.4_6 0,8679 996i245
58'610 5.680 5_533 0,8429 963_506
4_68 _708 7_3a4 0.7920 903_845
46,606 6.286 8;929 0,76_7 B70,383
4_,26_ 9.59i _$_509 0.6568 746_I_4
2_,s_o 8_8o _8_7 0;6090 6_7_os
$_,723 13._23 _5,339 0,5986 6?0,12i
LOSS DIFFUSION ST_ PRESS OWl INLET ASS
COEFFIcIEN_ FACTOR RISE OOEF_ TAN_,vEL
0_447 0.546 _29290 0.5660 O_
O_liO_ 0.560 _._0838 0.3796 O,
0;108_ 0_384 0_53S87 0;40il O_
0_0749 0.383 0.$6_27 0,4225 O_
0;i067 0;450 _;di_ 014587 O!
0_0709 0_473 0,4754_ 0.4959 O,
0_0928 0_423 0.4302_ 0,4039 O.
TOT_ PRESS ADIABATIC PCLYTROPIC TOT_ PRESS TOT_ TEMP
LOSS pARAM EFFICIENCY EFFIO|ENC_ RATIO RATIO
0,044 0.7733 0;Y834 _;379 l}i2S
0,033 0,8572 0_825( i_36_ 1.1i4
0i032 0;83¢6 0;839E ¢;3T_ $:1i6
0,022 0,8862 0_8_14 $_388 l_lll
o_o_* 0;8_02 0;8_6_ s_62 I:1o9
0,026 0;9145 0;9_8_ _;44T 1:i22
TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO m _964 FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TRAVERSE A_IABATIC EFF_ • 0_86P9
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFR_ _ 0,8_21FLOW COERF|CIENT L;E; 0_080
fLOW OOE_F|CIENT ?_E; = _950 L_E_ OWE_K WEIOHT FLOW/NOZ_ WEIGHT rCOW
PERCENT CORREDTED SPEED • _00,00 T_, CWE_K WEIGHT RLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT FLOW
OATE io/i9/1967
ROTOR SPD INLET ASS INLET ABS








ROTOR SPD EXIT ASS EXIT ASS

















MOMEN RISE/ ASS.INLET ABS,EXIT
MEAS T,RISE FLOW ANB, FLOW ANG_
0.8706 O. 26;674
0i9466 0, 29;4480 9799 O, 34_2_0
0;9445 O. 40;129
PRESSURE RATIO [] ¢;3840
ADIABATIC EFR, • 0_8694
POLYTROPIC EFF, • 0_8753
NOZZL_ WEIGHT FLOW = 189_22
• 0_99798
• 1_0_066
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS TOT. TEMP
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO RATIO
0.0415 0.7734 0.1397 1.355 1.117
0.0294 0.8552 0.0988 1.370 i. ii0
0.0368 0.8326 0.1260 1.340 1.105
0.0146 0.9551 0.0378 1.434 i. i14












































































































TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, =
THAVERSE POLYTROmIC EFF, =
FLOW COEFFICIENT L,E_ =
FLoW COEFFICIENT T,E, =
P_RCENT CORRECTED SPEED =
CONFIG, I = PLAIN cASIN6
NTA,B.A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA












































































































INLET REL ROTOR SPD INLET ABS INLET ABS
VELOCITY AT INLET VELOCITY MAON NO,
1283.876 1093,231 673.190 0,623
1265,471 I068,834 677.503 0,628
_212.910 _017,_03 660,334 0,612
1167.017 966,632 653,874 0,606
1078.617 862,_52 647.758 0,600
993.129 754,3&6 645,997 0,600
872,864 634,_11 599.618 0,554
EXIT REL, ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT ABS
VELOCIT Y AT EXIT vELOCITY MACR NO,
947,166 $091,253 690.095 0,596
926,390 i068.175 670,066 0,582
862,720 I018,722 674,064 0,587
835,613 969.929 672.913 0,588
726.439 871,683 675,665 0,593
655.950 774,756 739,793 0,654
628,797 673.214 816,323 0,726
INLET ABS EXIT ARS INLET REL EXIT REL
TANG, VEL TANG,VEL TANG, VEL TANG,VEL
O. 352.778 1093.231 738,474
O, 342.54t 1068.834 725,634
O. 367,864 1017.403 651,658
O. 358,642 966,532 6t1,487
O, 395.807 862.452 476,677
O, 462,901 754,316 3[1,856
O, 537,879 634,311 i35,335
Tot, TEMP MOMEN RISE/ ABS,INLET ABS,EXIT
RATIO MEAS T,RIBE FLOW ANG, FLDW ANG,
1,140 0,8749 O, 30,753
i,127 0,9191 O, 30,747
1.127 0,9_33 O, 32,996
1,1.19 0,9353 O, 32,208
!,I_4 0,9711 O, 35,916
1,i18 0,9763 O, 39,164
1,124 0,9422 O, 42,330
pRESSURE RATIO z 1,4230
ADIABATI6 EFF, = 0,884$
POLYTROPIC EFF, = 0.8898




L_E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NoZ, WEITHT FLOW
T,E. CHECK WEIGHT FLOWINDZ, WEI6HT FLOW
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0422 0.7943 0.1419 1.417
0.0302 0.8631 0.1023 1.415
0.0256 0.8932 0.0877 1.401
0.0093 0.9642 0.0309 1.444
























































































































































CONFIG, I _ PLAIN CASING
N.A.S.,A_ COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA

























































































TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIn :
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF. :
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFF, =
FLOW COEFFICIENT L.E, =
FLoW COEFFICIENT T.Em =
PERCENT CORRECTED SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0. 0637 0. 7447 0. 2097 i. 557
0. 0479 0. 8220 0. 1571 I. 550
O. 0451 0. 8337 O. 1576 i. 497
0. 0187 0. 9362 0. 0619 I. 566




















































































L.b, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT FLOW
























































































































































cONFI6, i _ PLAT N cASING
N,A,S.4. COMPRESSOR _UTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMEN T PERFORMANCE RESULTS









i_Oi DANG INLE T REL INLET RE L RoToR SPD INLET ABS INLET ABS INLET A X,
SLoT.SURF MAOH NO; VFL3cITY AT INLFT VELOCiTy MAC_ NO_ VELOCITy
_3,662 1,0927 t182_555 983,_78 657,113 0,807 656,242
-3,858 1,078_ 11_4,681 961,238 657_650 0,609 657,38t
-3,599 1,0329 11169484 914_984 639_761 0,592 639m896
"3_985 0.9940 I076_135 869_324 834,304 0_586 633,585
"5,170 0,9265 1030!865 775,632 632_555 0,586 6281312
"6,312 0,8664 9_3_689 878i381 641_540 0i595 627,358
-6,831 0.7674 830,4%5 570,457 603,463 0,558 559,047
BEL, TURN EXlF REL, EXlt RED, ROTOR SPD Exi TABS EXIT ABS EXIT AX,
ANGLE MACH NO_ vELgcITY AT ExIT vELOciTY MACH NO vELOCITY
2,018 0,9400 1047_597 981i399 625,962 0,56_ 61t,828
2i711 [],9221 i028i148 960,645 635_627 0_570 619_864
4,712 0,8786 977!491 9161170 645_177 0_580 6231985
5i704 0,8551 950.!409 872_289 654,518 0,589 633_{11
11,662 0,7475 833_948 783_934 6951631 0#624 643_096
_9,460 0,6637 739!362 696_764 746,796 0,670 646,343
_4,960 0,6670 735,725 605,443 865_896 0i785 696m280
5_. PRESS CHI INLET ASS EXIT ARS INLET REL EXIT REL AXIAL
RISE COEFF TAN3; vEL TANG;vEL TANG, vEL TAMG,vEL vEL_RATIO
C,14638 0.1875 0 i 131_197 983_178 850,202 0_932
C,1576t 0,1981 0, 140,412 961_238 820_233 0_943
C,17901 0,2171 O, 163j798 914_984 752_372 0_97_
¢.t9480 0.2295 O_ 163,939 869,324 708_350 0_999
C.23510 0,2606 O! 257_027 775_632 526,907 1,024
C.32323 0,3341 O, 356_310 678_381 3401454 11030
C.22439 0,1904 O, 474_896 570_457 1301547 1,24_
F'CLYI'ROPIC TOT, PRESS ToT_ TEMP MOMEN RISE/ ARS_INLET ABS,EXIT
E_FIOIENCY RATIO R_TIO MEAS T,RISE FLOw ANG, FLOw ANG_
0,6849 1,124 1.050 0,8225 fl, t21103
0,6633 1,136 1;056 0,7649 0, 12_763
0,7823 1,163 i_057 0,8491 0, 141708
0,858t 1.174 1_055 0,8322 O, t4_517
017444 1,210 1_076 0,8520 0_ 21i785
0,8409 1,281 1_088 8,9110 0, 281867










TRAVERSE PRESSUR_ RATIO : I_2197 FIXED INSTRUMENTATION pRESSURE RATIO = 1"2_.20
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF_ = C,8063 ADIABATIC EFF_ -- 0_8163
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFF. C_8117 POLYTROPIC EFF, : 0,8213
FLOW COEFFICIENT L_E_ = C.98n NOZZLE WEIGHT FLOW = 185',38
FLCW COEFFICIENT T_E_ = C,950 L,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ'. WEIGHT FLOW = 0_99582
PEF_cENT cORREcTED SPEED : 90,08 TiE, CHECK WEIGHT FLOWINOZ _, WEIGHT FLOW : I;00911
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS TOT. TEMP
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO RATIO
0. 0353 0. 6423 0. 1224 i. 129 i. 055
0. 0219 0. 8175 0. 0757 i. 173 i. 057
0. 0620 0. 6124 0. 2065 i. 148 i. 066
0. 0214 0. 8963 0. 0705 i. 278 i. 081










Table 5. - Listing of Blade Element Performance (continued) ........
P0_NT
R_AE REL_INLET INCID.AN_








RADIAL REL[ EXIT REL_ DEV_

















RADIAL TOT, PRESS ADIABATIC








TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF; =
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFF
_LOW COEFFICIENT L_E_ '
CQI_LE_G_ $ ._ PL&IN .OA_._LN.G
N,$,S.A. COMPRESSOR _UTPUT DAT_
BLADE ELEMENT PER_ORM&NCE RESULTS
NUBBER 5 READIN_ NUMBER ¢7 DATE i0/_0/¢967
I!_CID _A_NQ INLET. REL INL ET REL








REL_ TURN EXIT REL; ExIT RELi





































FLOW COEFFICIENT T_E: .- ._950
PERCENT CORRECTED SPEED = 90_07
PARAI_TERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0. 0327 0. 7342 O. 1118 i. 186
0. 0174 0. 8777 0. 0595 I. 222
O. 0455 0. 7533 0. 1501 i. 212
0. 0101 0. 9552 0. 0330 i. 324
0. 0045 0. 9835 0. 0156 i. 354
L_E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ; WEIGHT FLOW
T,E, cHECK WEi_Hf FLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT PLOW
ROTOR SpD INILETIABB iNLET ABS







ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT ABS








EXIT ABS INLET REL EXIT REL
TANG_vEL TANG,,vEL TANGivEL
181,691 983,966 800 495
185_558 962_008 7Y5_857
209;250 915;758 707i695




MOMEN RISE/ ABS;!NLET ABSiEXIT








PRESSURE RATIO = 1_2540
ADIABATIC EFF_ = 0_8683
POLYTROPIC EFF_ _ 0;8725





























































































































CONFIG. $ - PLAIN CASING
N,A,S,A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA












































































































TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO :
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, :
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFF, :
FLOW COEFFICIENT L,E.
FLoW COEFFICIENT T. E, =
PERCENT CORRECTED SPEED :
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0. 0299 0. 8281 0. 0977 i. 296
0.0191 0. 8957 0.0639 1.293
0.O197 0. 9057 0. 0663 i. 294
0. 0141 0. 9395 0. 0468 I. 317
0. 0131 0. 9543 0. 0463 i. 346
F}XED INSTRUMENTATION
LrFi CHECK WEIGHT rLOW/NOZ, WEI6HT FLOW
T,E_ CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NoZ, WEIGHT FLOW
DATE 1013fl/_967
ROTOR SPD INLET ARS INLET ADS








ROTOR SPD EXIT ASS EXIT ASS








EXIT ARS INLET REL EXIT REL








MOMEN RISE/ ADS,INLET ADS,EXIT








PRESSURE RATIO = 1.3070
ADIABATIC EFF. = 0.9008
PoLYTROPIC EFF, = 0.9045





















































































































CONFtG_ _ - PLAIN CASINg
N_A.S,A; OCMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLA_ _LEMEN_ pERVORMAN_E RESULTS

















































































































TRAVERSE PRESSURF RATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABAT|C ErF. =
TRAVERSE POLYTROPI¢ EFF, =
FLOW cOEFFICIEnT L,E, =
FLOW COEFFICIENT T.E, =
PERCENT cORRECTED SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PAP,AM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0268 0.8625 0.0874 1.346
0.0139 0.9316 0.0464 1.336
0.0100 0.9551 0.0340 1.327
0.0110 0.9541 0.0368 1.326
0.0098 0.9685 0.0343 1.361
F}WED INSTRUMENTATION
lIE, CWECK WEIGWT rLOW/NOZ_ WEISHT FLOW
T;E; OWECK WEIGWT rLOW/NSZ_ WEISWT ;LOW
ROTOR SPD INLET ARE INLET ABE







ROTOR SPC E_IT ABE EXIT ABE








EXIT aBE INLET REL EXIT REL








ROMEN RISE/ ASS'INLET ABE;EXIT








pRESSURE RATIO = 1;3390
A_IABAT|_ EFF; • 09_95
poLYTROPIC EFF; • 0.9324
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Table 5. - Listing of Blade Element Performance (continued).
00
POINT
RADIAL REL.INLFT INCID ANG








RADIAL REL. EXIT REt, DEV,

















RADIAL TOT, PRESS ADIABATIC















_ONRIQ, i - PLAIN CASINg
N.A.S,A, COMPRSSSOR OUTPUT DATA







































TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO = 1,3446
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF. = 0,7489
TRAVFRSE POLYTROPIC FFF, : 0,_592
FLOW COEFFICIENT L.E, = 0,98fl
FLnw cOEFFIcIENT T.E. : o,95n
PEBCFNT CORRECTED SPEED = _10,11
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROMFIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0474 0.6648 0.1646 1.260
0.0404 0.7592 0.1405 1.306
0.0786 0.5541 0.2807 1.205
0.0529 0.7565 0.1797 1.338
0.0045 0.9859 0.0156 1.580
READING NUMBER 22 OATE
I_LET REL INLET REL ROTOR SPD








EXIT REL, EXIT REL, ROTOR SPD

















TOT, PRESS ToT, TEMP MOMEN RISE/



















































L,E, cHEc K WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT FLOW
T_E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NnZ, WEIGHT FLOW















































































Table 5. - Listing of Blade Element Performance (continued).
CONFIG,. 5 - PLAIN OAglNQ
N_A,S,A t COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POINT NUMBER 15 READING NUMBER 23 DATE 50/301i967
RACIAL REL.INLET INCID ANG








RADIAL REL, EXIT REL, DEV,

















RADIA L TOT, pRESS ADIABATIC















TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIn =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, =
TRAVFR_E PnLYTROPIC _FF, =
FLOW COEFFICIENT L,E, =
FLoW COEFFICIENT T.E. =
PERCENT cORRFcTE_ SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0530 0.7244 0.1805 1.409
0.0416 0.8081 0.1392 1.427
0.0608 0.7225 0.2169 1.347
0.0402 0.8506 0.1335 1.469
0.0080 0.9755 0.0277 1.574
INCTD ANG IBLET REL INLET REL ROTOR SPD
SUCT,_URF MACH NO, VELOCITY AT INLET
_1,238 5_3129 1408,292 12021J86
;1.5_3 I;_953 5387,275 11760043
-1,$79 1;_384 1327,943 _5190453
-1,379 I_1894 1279,587 5063_|89
=2.105 5_0954 t174,896 9480960
@5,962 009994 1068,544 829,9?7
-2,858 0,8B07 948,493 697093g
REL, TURN EKIT REL, EXIT REL, ROTOR SPD
ANGLE MACH NO, vELOCITY AT ExIT
6,760 0_9457 5091,668 12000750
5.879 0_9t44 I052,097 1175,317
6,557 0,8565 984,620 11200904
IO,OB? 0_8333 952,337 _067,217
50,268 0;6998 801,t47 999=117
23,163 0_6302 715_053 052,468
40,495 0,6890 7660057 740,740
ST, PRESS OHI INLET ABS EXIT ABS
RIS_ CoEFF TANG, VEL TANG,VEL
0,_6319 0,3458 O, 341,269
fl,77905 0;3599 O, 344.656
0,29q55 0,3736 O, 396,780
0,32_19 0,3887 O, 377,444
0,35453 0,4047 O, 406,229
0,39965 0,4259 O, 516,$34
0,30956 0;2815 O, 624,157
pOLYTROPIC ToT m PRESS TOT, TEMP MDMEN RISE/
EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO MEA$ T,RI_E
0,7473 Ij443 $,151 0,8669
0,77_8 5,426 1,141 0,9200
0,7644 1,413 1,138 0,9272
0,8305 I_455 $,538 0,9377
0,7177 Ii367 ls133 0,9438
0,8_56 1,464 1,143 0,9912
0,9_77 1,570 1,151 0,9878
1,4508 F_XED INSTRUMENTATION PRESSURE RATIO =
0.7926 ADIABATIC EFF; =
0,R032 poLYTROPIC FFP, •
0,980 NOZZLE WEIGHT FLOW =
0,950 L,E, CHECK WEIGHT PLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT FLOW =
110,17 T_E, cHEc K WEIGHT PLOWINOZ, WEIGHT FLOW •




















































































































































































OONRIG, ¢..- PGA|N CABIN;
N.A.BtA; COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
gL_DE EI,EI,TENT PL=I_FORMAN_ERE_ULTS




















































TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF. =
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFF, =
FLOW C_EFFICIENT L,E, =
FLOW COEFFICIENT T,E.
PERCENT CORRECTED SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PAKAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0519 0.7588 0.1746 1.487
0.0421 0.8188 0.1432 1.483
0.0521 0.7839 0.1853 1.423
0.0297 0.8938 0.09§3 1.528
0.0134 0.9582 0.0_1 1.563
I_LE T REL INLET REL ROTOR SPD INLET ABS INLET ABS
M_CR _. VEiOCITY AT INLEI r Ve_OCITV " M_T_fq4-O,
I_3054 1400,3t8 1201,877 718,597 0_670
_;_885 t380,171 t$Y5,05_ 7_$,958 O_a_6
1,2340 1323,266 $1t8,9t4 707,078 0_659
_855 127%,184 t062._97 697,556 0;6_I
_,0943 _171;809 948,_64 688,566 0,643
_,_089 _079,_7_ B_9,_8_ b90,745 0,6_6
o,BB4B 950,793 697,350 646,306 o;6ol
EKIT REL, EXIT REL, ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT ABS
HACH NO, VELOCITY AT EX:IT VELOCITY MAOH NO.
0,9006 1049,495 1199,702 752,035 0,645
0;8789 _0t6,43_ i174,33_ 73_.470 0,636
0,8568 943,953 _1_9,964 709,396 0,6_4
0_79_4 909,_44 I066;32_ 733 54_ 0_639
0_6546 75_,551 958,312 702,605 0,6t2
0;5976 680;4_8 851,752 806;016 0;708
0;6300 706,308 740,119 919'088 0,820
CH¢ INLET ABS EXIT ADS INLET REL EXIT REL
TANQ, VEL TANG,VEL TANG, VEL TANG_VEL
0;3878 O, 376,51$ 1201"877 823,19_
014035 O, 377,_92 I_75,056 796,739
0,4240 O, 386,850 t158,514 733,1t4
0,4461 O, 397;90_ t062,607 668,420
0,4659 0, 442,0_0 948,_64 516,292
0_5115 O, 535,454 829,28_ 316,299
0,4222 O, 603,705 697,350 t_6,4_4
TOT_ PRESS ToT, TEMP MOMEN RISE/ ABS,INLET ADS;EXIT
RATIO RATIO REAS T.RI_E FLOW. ANQ, FLOW _G.
1,508 $,174 0,8290 O, 30,053
_,500 1,155 0,9143 0. 30,89_
1,476 1=$90 0,9265 0, 33_049
I_504 I,I45 _,9387 _, $2;B72
_,427 1,142 0,9640 O, 39,$_9
I;525 1,_I _,_?'$4 0, 42_056
$,577 $,1_2 0,9494 O, 42;%73
F,IXED INSTRUMENTATION pRESSURE RATIO _.4940
ADIABA_ EF_; : - 0,8_60
pOLYTROPlC EFF, = 0,8451
NOZZL_ WBI_NT fto_ = 19_,5_
L,'E, CHECK WEISHT FLOW/NoZ, WEISHT FLow = 0.99704

















































































































CONFIG, $ - PLAIN cASING
N.A,S,A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POINT NUMBER 13 READING NUMBER 25
INCID ANG INCID ANG I_LET REL INLET REL
MN.CMBR,LN SUCT,_U_R MACH NO, VELOCITY
2,754 -0,316 t,2982 1396,276
2,891 -0,579 1,2808 1374,938
3,903 -0,3_7 _,2254 _316,889
4,659 -0.471 t,1750 1263,872
5,279 -1.131 _,0793 _161,896
5,566 -1.374 0,9853 1060,880
5,541 -1,8_9 0,8638 933,928
REL, DEV. REL, TURN EKIT REL, EXIT REL,
ANG, T.E. ANGLE MACH NO, vELOCITY
3,925 8.759 0,84_6 989.594
4.97Q 8.0_I 0,8393 976,205
6,_71 8,692 0,7804 906,562
5,682 11.427 0,7509 868,453
10,676 _2,683 0,6194 714,360
8,779 24,787 0,5887 672,897
13,000 38,190 0,6023 679.208
DIFFUSION ST, PRESS CH1 INLET ABS
FACTOR RISE COEFF TANG, VEL
0,443 0,32564 0,4134 0,
0,436 0,34323 0,4285 0,
0,461 0,37006 0,4476 0,
0,466 0.39565 0,4654 O,
0)547 0,44277 0,4932 O,
0,545 0,50580 0,5266 0,
0,467 0,47213 0,4446 0,
ADIARATIC POLYTPOPIC TOT, PRESS TOT, TEMP
EFFICIFNCY EFFICIENCY RATID RATIO
0,7020 0,7200 1,561 1,194
0,7982 0.8_04 1,555 1,169
_,7935 0,8057 1,537 1,165
n,_334 0.8434 1,55_ 1,161
0.7981 0,8089 _,477 1,148
0,8753 0,8829 1,560 1,155





0,950 L,E, CHECK WFI_HT FLOW/N_Z, WEIBHT FLOW
110,23 T,E, CHECK WFIGHT FLnW/N_Z, WEIGH T FLOW
TRAVERSE PRESSURE RATIo =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, :
TRAVERSE POLYTPOPIC FFF, =
FLOW COEFFICIEKIT L,E, =
FLnW COEFFICIENT T. E. =
PERCENT CORRECTED ,qPEED :
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0572 0. 7583 0. 1893 i. 540
0. 0444 0. 8262 0. i475 i. 529
0. 0459 0. 8260 0. 1601 i. 478
0. 0222 0. 9251 0. 0729 i. 561
0. 0133 0. 9601 0. 046 4 1. 567
DATE 10/30/_967
ROTOR SPD INLET ARS INLET ABS INLET AW,
AT INLET VELOCITY MACH NO. VELOCITY
$204.194 706,755 0,657 70_,818
1177,321 7i0,189 0,662 709,898
$120,671 691,589 0,644 691,518
I064.746 680,947 0;633 680,i74
949,992 668,968 0,621 664,480
830.880 659.626 0,6i3 645,044
698,694 619,7_7 0,573 574,104
ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT ABS EXIT kX_
AT EXIT V_LOCITY MACH NO, vELOCITY
_202,015 760,9_7 0,647 624_487
1176.595 744,777 0,640 _15,646
$122,123 728,677 0,627 587_66
1068,377 749.196 0,64B 603,009
960,160 714,672 0,620 526)495
853,395 8t_,844 0,750 590,277
741,545 896.0_0 0,795 639.030
EXIT A_S INLET REL EXIT REL AXIAL
TANG,VFL TANG, VFL TANG,VEL VEL,RAT|O
434°540 5204,1q4 767,476 0,885
4t9,045 t177,3_1 757,550 0,867
431,448 1120.671 690,675 0,R49
443.904 _:064_746 624,473 0,887
480,312 949,992 479,848 0,79_
547.568 830.8_0 305,B27 0,9_
601.042 698,6_4 _40,50_ _,_I_
MOMEN RISE/ ARS.INLET ABS,EXIT








P_ESSURE PATIO = 1,5340
ADIAB'ATtC EFF, = 0.8483
p_LYTROPIC EFF, = 0.8572









































































































CONFIG, 1 - PLAIN CASING
N.A,S,A. COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
POINT NUMRER














































































TRAVERSE PPESSURF PATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, =
TRAVERSE PnLYTROPIC EFF, =
FLoW COEFFICIENT L,E,
FLOW COEFFICIENT T.E. =
PEPCENT COPRECTED SPEED :
PAIR_C_ETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUEENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0128 0.8510 0.0420 1.053
0.0092 0.9138 0.0302 1.062
0.0149 0.8914 0.0492 1.069
0.0062 0.9664 0.0201 1.089
-0.0022 1.0089 -0.0075 1.106
26 DATE _0/30/_967
INLET REL ROTOR SPD INLET ARS








EXIT REL, ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS








INLET ABS EXIT ABS INLET REL








TOT, TEMP MOMEN RISE/ ABS,INLET












L,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ. WEIGHT FLOW
T,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NnZ, WEIGHT FLOW






















































































































































































































CONFIG, t - PLAIN CASING
N,A,S,A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANOE RESULTS





















































TRAVERSE PRESSURE PATIn :
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, :
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC EFt, =
FLoW CnEFFICIEK_T L.E. =
FLOW COEFFICIENT T.E.
PERCFNT CORRFCTED SPEED :
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0138 0.9021 0.0450 1.085
0.0113 0.9274 0.0377 1.085
0.0125 0.9310 0.0419 1.085
0.0098 0.9549 0.0328 1.091
0.0118 0.9607 0.0411 1.102
I_LE T REL INLET REL ROTOR SPD INLET ARS INLET ADS
MACH NO, VELOCITY AT INLET VELOCITY MACH NO_
0,57t4 634,053 546,731 321,1n6 0,289
0,5629 624,270 534,530 322,476 0,295
0,54tl 600,168 5n8,809 3t83nO 0,287
0,5208 577,522 483.4t8 315,972 0_285
0,4795 531,702 431,3i7 3t0,972 0,280
0_4401 487,773 377,238 309 215 0,279
0,3823 424,2?9 3t7.223 281,674 0,254
EXIT REL, EXIT REL, ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT ADS
MACH NO, VFLOCITY AT EXIT VELOCITY MACH NO,
0,4761 534,515 545,742 366,I00 0,3_6
0,4652 521,702 534,200 360,4n8 0,3_1
0,4394 492,6t4 509,469 356,278 O,3tB
0,4149 464,900 485.067 354,033 0,316
0,3595 402,772 435,934 355,882 0,3i8
03225 360,830 387 460 352229 0,342
0,31t5 347,707 336,678 436,554 0,391
CHi INLET ARS EXIT ABS INLET REL EXIT REL
TANG, VEL TANG,VEL TANG VEL TANG,VEL
0,3148 0. 133,906 546,731 4_1,835
0,3275 O, 133.930 534,530 400,271
0,35fl3 0, 141,116 508.8n9 368,352
0_3732 O, 148,945 483,4_5 336_122 .
0,4115 O, 177,165 431.3t7 258,769
0,4287 O, 2_4,249 377,238 173,21.2
0,3110 O. 272.209 3t7,223 64.469
TOT, PRESS TDT, TEMP MOMEN RISE/ ADS,INLET ABS,EXIT
PATID RATIO MEAS T,RISF FlOW AN_. FLOW ANG,
_,090 1,0_8 0,8285 0, 21,462
i,OB5 1,0_7 0,8625 O, _l,Bi7
_,088 1,0_6 0,8959 O, _3,339
i,088 1,0_5 0,920t 0, 24,B98
1,057 $,0_6 0,9663 O, _9,953
_,093 1,0_7 0,9957 0, 34,500
_,_05 t,030 0,9788 O, 39,640
F_XED INSTRUMENTATION pRESSURE RATI_ = 1.0890
ADIABATIC EFF, : 0,9367
pOLYTROPIC EFF, = 0.9_75
NOZZLE wEIGHT FtOW = t02.6_
L,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT FlOW = 0.99559
































Table 5. - Listing of Blade Element Performance (continued).
RADIAL REL.INLET INCID ANG








RADIAL REL. EXIT BE| , DEV,

















RADIAL TOT, pRESS ADIABATIC















CONFIG, i - PLAIN cASING
N,A.S,A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
















































































TRAV_:RSE PRESSURE PAtlfl --
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF. =
TRAVERSE Pr)LYTROPIC EFF, =
FLOW COEFFICIENT L.E. =
FLnw cOEFFIcIEUT T.E. =
PEPCFNT CoRRECTE I] SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0. 0182 0. 8880 0. 0592 i. 094
0. 0159 0. 9086 0. 0533 i. 091
0. 0144 0. 9276 0. 0483 i. 089
0. 0126 0. 9461 0. 0424 I. 093
0.0157 0. 9520 0.0545 I. 104
29 DATE 1013011967
INLET REL ROTOR SPD INLET A_S INLET ABS
VELOCITY AT INLET VELOCITY MACM NO,
624,528 547,054 301,276 0,271
6i5,254 534,846 304,100 0,274
590,836 509,tt0 299,823 0,270
567.459 483,704 296,715 0,267
520,529 431,572 291,024 0,262
474,7_8 377,461 287,906 0_259
412,504 3_7,410 263,458 0,237
EXIT REL, ROTOR SPD EXIT ABS EXIT ABS
VELOCITY AT EYIT VELOCITY MACH NO,
507,102 546,064 361.891 0,322
496,961 534,_6 353,46i 0,314
469,6_5 509,770 348,867 0,350
436,479 485,354 344,556 0.307
380,900 436.i92 350,635 0,312
336,776 387,689 367,5_3 0,328
331,487 336,877 427,238 0,382
I_!LET ABS EXIT ABS INLET RPL EXIT REL
TANG, vEL TANG,VEL TANO, VEL TANG,VEL
O, 157,490 547,0_4 388,574
O, 153,I03 534,846 381,453
O, 157,949 509.110 351,82t
O, 168,7_6 483.7n4 316,638
O, 192,717 431,572 243,474
O, 221,764 377,461 !65,925
0, 276,265 317,410 60,613
Tot, TEMP MOMEN RISE/ ASS.INLET ABS,EXIT
RATIO MEAS T,BISE FEOW.ANG, FLOW ANG,
1,032 N,8734 0, _5,806
1,030 0,8718 O, 25,670
1,0_9 0,8883 O, 26,922
1,028 0,9298 O. 79,339
1,028 0,9707 0, 33,476
$,028 0,9896 n, 37,538
1,0_0 0,9858 0, 41,397
PRESSURE RATIO = 1.0940
ADIABATIC EFF, = 0,9237
POLYTROPIC EFF, = 0.9247




L,E, cHEcK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT FLOW
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CONFIG, I - PLAIN CASING
N,A,S,A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA

























































































TRAVFRSE PRESSURE RATIn =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, --
TRAVERSE PhLYTROPIP EFF, _-
FLnW OOEFFICIEK'T L,E. =
FLnw COEFFICIENT T.E, =
PERCFNT CORRECTED SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PAP,AM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0. 0120 0. 8607 0. 0395 I. 099
0. 0078 0. 9278 0. 0259 i. 119
0. 0268 0. 8099 0. 0891 i. 120
0. 0063 0. 9662 0. 0207 I. 178

















































































NOZZLE wEIGHT FLOW =
=L,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOWINnZ, WEIGHT FLOW













































































Table 5. - Listing of Blade Element Performance (continued). _
POl
RADIAL REL.INLE T INCI_ ANO








RADIAL REL. EXIT REL. DEV.

















RADIAL TOT, PRESS ADIARATIC















COME|g, I - PLAIN CASING
N,A,S,A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA















































































TRAVFRSE P_EgSURE PATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF, =
TRAVERSE PnLYTRoPIC FFF, =
FLoW COEFFICIENT L.E,
FLOw COEFFICIENT T. E. =
PERCENT CORRECTED sPEED :
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0102 0.9180 0.0333 1.148
0.0079 0.9439 0.0264 1.153
0.0149 0.9128 0.0500 1.157
0.0097 0.9535 0.0319 1.181
















































































L,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NOZ, WEIGHT FLOW
T,E, CHECK WEIGHT FLOW/NnZ, WEIGHT FLOW
10/30/_967























































































































































































CONFIG, $ - PLAIN CASING
N_A.S,A, COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT pERFORMANCE RESULTS























































































TRAVERSE PRESSURE PATIO =
TRAVERSE ADIABATIC EFF. :
TRAVERSE POLYTROPIC FFF, :
FL_W COEFFICIENT L,E.
FLnW COEFFICIENT T. E,
PEPCENT cORRECTED SPEED =
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0130 0.9166 0.0420 1.181
0.0125 0.9251 0.0421 1.175
0.0115 0.9394 0.0390 1.174
0.0098 0.9554 0.0331 1.186













































































L,F, CHECK WEIOMT FLOW/NnZ, WEIGHT FLOW
T,E, CHECK wFIOHT FLOWINnZ, WEIGHT FLOW
INLET ARS INLET ABS INLET AW,








EXIT ADS EXIT ADS EXIT AX_








INLET REL EXIT REL AXIAL















































































































CONFIG. t - PLAIN CASING
N,A.SrA. COMPRESSOR OUTPUT DATA
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS




































































































T_AVERSE PPESSURF PATIO = t.1971
TRAvFRSE ADIABATIC EFF. : 0,9351
TRAVERgE PnLYTPOPIC FFF, = 0,9368
FLoV COEFFICIE_T L.E. = 0.98n
FLow cOEFFIcIEnT T.E. = n,gsn
PEPCFN T CoRRFCTED SPEED = 7N,f19
PARAMETERS DETERMINED FROM FIXED INSTRUMENTATION
TOT. PRESS ADIABATIC LOSS TOT. PRESS
LOSS PARAM. EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT RATIO
0.0193 0.8935 0.0622 1.201
0.0196 0.8958 0.0663 1.187
0.0161 0.9228 0.0551 1.182
0.0141 0.9408 0.0478 1.188
















































































t.E. cHEcK WFI6HT FLOWINnZ. WEIGHT FLOW












































































































































- Heridional view of rotor. Probograph inspection
























Figure 3(a). - Cylindrical cut of blade at section MM. The solid
line represents design intent and the dashed line








Figure 3(b). - Cylindrical cut of blade at section KK. The solid
line represents design intent and the dashed line




























Figure 3(d). - Cylindrical cut of blade at section EE. The solid
line represents design intent and the dashed line











































Figure 5. - Meridional view showing location of instrumentation.
8180
76_ O STATIC PRESSURE TAPS
3 [ Q STATIC PRESSURE PROBES
2 i _ COBRA PROBE TRAVERSE
4 l _ OUTLET Pt UAKES
4 1 _J UUTLET Tp EA_$
4 1 n nqur_DISTOR+IOUP_ RAKES
, 6 I Q _'r Pn'OT STATIC U._S
. 5 10 gO_ WIRE A_TER. TRA_SE
3 I O Pr w._ R._ES
24 IIqLETT t TIBEMIX3OUPLES
DIWEItlBUTED 0Lq INLET SCP.EE_
24 ADDITI0tqAL TBILM0COUPLES


















PLANE P_A._E PLANE0.1 t.9
owC_UNDISTORTEDAT 14.3RAD.
Figure 6. - Development showing circumferential location of
instrumentation.
_J
(a). - Inlet pitot-static rake. (b). - Casing boundary layer rake.








(c). - Discharge total temperature rake. (d). Discharge total pressure rake.
Figure 7. - Photographs of fixed instrumentation.
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(a). - Shielded hot wire probe.
(b). - Cobra probe for sensing flow angle, total pressure
and total temperature.





(c). - Wedge probe _or sensing static pressure.
Figure 8. - PhotogTaphs of traverse instrumentation.
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F_gure 9. Photograph of inlet boundary layer trip.
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(a) Sample hot wire anemometer traces at design rotor speed.
Rotor speed, Throttle setting Number of Stall cell speed Radial extent
percentdestgn at stall stall cells Rotor speed of stall cell
50 3. 50 I .279 outer 50%+
70 5. 40 I .286 full span
go 6. 46 I .364 outer 5_o+
go* 3. 76 3 .708 outer 50%+
I00 5. 28 I .565 outer 70%
I10 5. g I .305 outer 50%+
• Outlet de-swirl vanes closed 15°
(b) Tabulation of stall data
































































Meridional Mach number M
' m
Figure 12. - Relationship between flow function and meridional Mach number -
used for transferring traverse measurements to blade edges.
Dashed lines with arrows and inset formulas indicate calculation
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Figure 13(c). - Blade element data measured at 20_ immersion from tip.
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Absolute air angle, _, deg Adiabatic efficiency, _ad
Figure 14. - Continuous traverses at rotor exit plane 1.54.
Solid lines are reading 35, i00_ speed,
Dashed lines are reading 36, 90% speed.
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Solid symbols: rotating-s_ll readings
Half-shaded symbols: s_ll-remova! readin_;s
'Dashed tines: perfor_nee without boundary layer
a_
0 50 100 150 200 250
Inlet correctedweight flow, --_, Ib/sec








(a) Sample hot wire anemometer traces at design rotor speed.
Immersion
I0_
(b) Sample hot wire anemometer traces at 705 design rotor speed.
Rotor sl)eed, Throttle setting Number of _;tall cell spee_l Radial extent
percentdeslgn at stall stall cells Rotor speed of stall cell
70 4. 54 3 .580 outer 50%+
90 5. 54 3 .570 outer 50"1o+
I00 5. 50 3 .575 outer 50%+
(c)
Figure 16.
Tabulation of stall data
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